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Niche DJs can be obnoxious in insisting that gen-pop
listen to their style of music.
Imagine if you were cooking for other people and you
specialised in Thai, Vietnamese and Indian. As a matter of
fact, you’re fucking super awesome at these styles, and you’re
always asked to cook at those kind of restaurants. However,
you need more work, so you go to work at a pub that does
any food on request. You have been told what sort of customers to expect before you work.
You have a customer who wants Italian food, and the
menu says any food available. You say, “no, I don’t do Italian, but I do Thai, Vietnamese and Indian.” They say, “No I
would like at least a European variety of food.” You say, “No,
you don’t want to eat this because I know best. You will be
eating Thai, Vietnamese or Indian.” Because the customer
has friends there, they want to socialise so they just agree to
in order to keep you happy. However, it has been noted you
can’t really cook for everyone, and they quite fairly think
you are not a good cook.
What do you learn from this experience? Do you get
experience in cooking other foods, or do you keep insisting
your customers eat what you like to cook?
Point is, if you’re cooking for work, perhaps you should
do your job and give people what they want to eat.
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Special Featured Events...
What... Future Weird. Producer Gelido organised this with his housie.
When... It’s an all-nighter starting at 10pm. Woo-har!
Where... Hot Shots Warehouse, 20 Buckley Street, Footscray.
Who... Almost all live acts and producers with DJ Scotch Bonnett/Egg (Japan/
Berlin), Curse of Dialekt, OVe-NaXx and Snuggy Man are top gunners.
Sounds like... Psychedelic broken beat mayhem with a good dollop of hip-hop
sauce. These guys are more underground than a mole in Brooklyn.
Cost... $5 at the door. All profits go to Refugees via the Red Cross.
Go if... you’re into all-night raves and weird next-level Japanese shit. Get on this
one, it’s a rare treat with a huge sound system. Defo party of the month.
Other... As with all squat parties, respect the residents and their rules. The flyer
doesn’t mention Ripple, Stinkwood, DJ California Crisis and (DJ) Tarun. BYO ;)

What... Cymatic Society
When... 7pm-1am
Where... Grumpy’s, 125 Smith Street, Collingwood.
Who... One Sixth and his brother Second Thought have gotten a steady rep in
Melbourne hip-hop. Support from So Crates, Able + friends, and U-Wish.
Sounds like... Futuristic hip-hop with dubby and bassy inflections. Live MCing and
production performance from MPC drum machines and such.
Cost... Free, as are all events at Grumpy’s.
Go if... You like to bomp your head. These guys are well-rated and Cymatic Society have been working hard this year to bring it on the niche front.
Other... U-Wish also puts on events at eFiftyFive monthly on Thursday nights. He’s
got one coming up on 24 September feat. Durban Poison and Walla C.
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Haarp Media Gig Guide
The Wall Launch Party @ Railway Hotel – Thurs 24 Sept
Haarp Media VIP Sessions #1 feat. Ollie Olsen - Thurs 24 Sept
Ananda 7 feat. Double Story x Hippy Mafia – Fri/Sun 25-27 Sept
All Good Warehouse Party feat Stormzy (UK) – Fri 25 Sept
Motion:Theory @ Circus – Fri 25 Sept
Future Weird @ Secret Location Footscray – Fri 25 Sept
Beginnings - First Birthday @ Sub Club – Sat 26 Sept
Subsonic Melbourne Party @ Railway Hotel – Sat 26 Sept
French Fries (France) @ Revolver – Sat 26 Sept
OTR Warehouse Party – Sat 26 Sept
BBA presents Noisia x Upbeats @ Max Watts – Sat 26 Sept
Machine @ MyAeon feat. Lateral x Adrian Bell – Sat 26 Sept
Grumpy’s/Detrimental fundraiser for MCM – Sat 26 Sept
Honeysmack x Voiteck @ Railway Hotel – Sat 26 Sept
Looper Troopers feat. Walla C @ eFiftyFive – Thurs 1 Oct
Fluorescent Connections Warehouse Party – Thurs 1 Oct
Cymatic Society Live Showcase @ Grumpy’s – Fri 2 Oct
AMC (UK) @ Grumpy’s – Sat 3 Oct
Universal Tribe Records @ Railway Hotel – Fri 9 Oct
Phace (Germany) @ Railway Hotel – Sat 10 Oct
Iono Music 10th Anniversary @ Railway Hotel – Fri 16 Oct
Oscillate present Miss Conduct @ Sub Club – Fri 16 Oct
Heist x Henry Shotta @ Prince Bandroom – Sat 17 Oct
Tribal Theory @ Railway Hotel – Sat 17 Oct
Zion Train meets Heartical Hi-Powa Pt.2 – Fri 23 Oct
Industrial Jungle 3 – Fri-Mon 30-2 Oct-Nov
Urban Halloween Gathering – Sat 31 Oct
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OLLIE OLSEN
HAARP MEDIA VIP
SESSIONS #1
The man on the left is one of Australia’s most prominant alternative music figures. Ollie Olsen.
Pretty soon, he’ll be playing a two hour DJ set as the first figure
of our Haarp Media VIP Sessions. We could not think of a more
important person in Melbourne’s electronic scene.
Olsen is now active again with events as a member of threepiece noise and soundscape band Taipan Tiger Girls, who have
launched their first full-length album – 1 – in a live show at the
Old Bar on 31 July.
As so far as history goes, Olsen developed interest in electronic
music in the mid 70s and studied under German composer Felix
Werder. He went on to work on a range of experimental work,
sound installations and dance music, as well as creating film and
television soundtracks.
He was an important part of Melbourne’s punk/post-punk
scene in the late 70s/early 80s as leader and vocalist, and with
others formed punk bands like The Reals and The Young Charlatans. Post-punk work includes such confrontational bands as
Whirlywirld, Hugo Klang, Orchestra of Skin and Bone and industrial techno outfit No.
In 1984, Olsen was asked to appear with band Whirlywirld in
cult classic feature film on the Melbourne underground punk
scene - Dogs In Space. He also directed the soundtrack, which
featured such artists as Iggy Pop, Boys Next Door, Brian Eno and
INXS vocalist Michael Hutchence.
Hutchence was lead actor in the movie, and made friends
with Olsen. They collaborated (along with band members John
Murphy and Gus Till) in music project Max Q, a classic electronic
album with a theme of political paranoia. They mixed the album
in New York City, which was remixed by DJ Todd Terry.
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Olsen came back to Australia and was a part of the early techno
scene in Melbourne. He played in cities across the country and
co-managed label Psy-Harmonics with Andrew Till (Gus Till’s
brother and current label manager of Machine). His various
projects and collaborations at that time included Third Eye, Antediluvian Rocking Horse and Shaolin Wooden Men.
However, as his music was always uncompromising, he became
less interested in generic dance music, and went back to the
underground to refocus on his personal projects.
After release of album Emptiness in 1999, Olsen re-embraced
his noise roots with collaborations on electro-acoustic projects
like I Am The Server, and worked with many artists from Australia, Japan (notably The Boredoms) and South Africa.
In 2008, Olsen collaborated with Melbourne electronic composer Steve Law on their drone-based project Mutagen Server.
This led to a showcase at Melbourne’s planetarium, along with
Robert Henke (Monolake/Ableton designer), who was showcasing his Laying Buddha album.
So as you see, Ollie Olsen has an incredibly diverse and rich
history, of which he will be sharing with us all for this most rare
of DJ sets. He will also be showcasing other more contemporary
experiments into newer genres like witch house.
Please come join us for this very special occasion to celebrate a
true Aussie legend of our scene.

HAARP MEDIA SESSIONS @ GRUMPYS, THURSDAY 24 SEPTEMBER 125 SMITH STREET, COLLINGWOOD, FREE ENTRY.
KAYHAT: 8-10pm, OLLIE OLSEN: 10pm-12am

Counter-clockwise from bottom right....
Ollie Olsen performs for industrial hardcore group NO, Olsen with Michael
Hutchence - Max Q, Olsen (left) with Taipan Tiger Girls, 21st century Olsen.
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Venetian
Snares
Conspirary
Theory
Producer Aaron Funk is known as a
recluse. Within four weeks, he had a very
controversial interview with FACT Magazine,
made a plea on Twitter to help him out
of debt, and released a pay-as-you-please
“Thank You” album.
Touching Story or Elaborate Marketing Hoax?
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We haven’t heard much out of Venetian Snares in the last
couple of years.
IDM producer Aaron Funk has over 50 releases to his credit,
the majority of them on one of the world’s foremost cutting edge
labels - Planet Mu. His music is nothing short of breathtaking
and exceptional; blistering paced and intricate breakcore
percussion topped on elegant melodic structures pretty much
sums it up. He was noted and exalted by many IDM fans
worldwide for his production, but his albums later on weren’t
really smashing it out like he used to. His star was on the descent.
On the 12 August 2015, the noted recluse organised an
interview with FACT Magazine entitled ‘Venetian Snares hates the
music industry, hates FACT Singles Club and hates you’. An eyecatching title. It’s safe to assume he agreed on the title, because
otherwise he would have complained of it being defamatory.

at FACT Magazine throughout for poor reviews he’d received
previously, showing no interest to fans except as units to purchase
his product, and generally broadcast little appreciation for what
he had received in the past and for anything that was going on
outside of his own self.
One thing that resounded was “he makes music because he has
to; the fact that other people get to hear it is a byproduct of his
need to make money.” This shows ingrained cynicism burnished
with age, where appreciation comes second to earning a bankroll.
The interview was met a lot of online arguement. Some people
applauded him for being so honest, whilst others saw Funk’s
interview as disrespectful to other workers in the industry.
This interview – quite frankly – pissed me off. I’d been
following Venetian Snares for years and loved all music released
by Funk. To hear this jaded star jet off at everything with no filter
was a bit of a play for attention, in my book. I mean, how can
you play the recluse character and shun media, and then just be a
“Was this a cynical play at using pathos as a
total jerk like this? It was rather uncharacteristic and screamed of
Trojan Horse to collect on bleeding heart coin?”
being a shallow stunt for publicity. I mean, I’m known for being
an outspoken loudmouth myself, but at least I’m consistant.
Lord knows he complained enough in the interview.
I love Venetian Snares, but I wish that I’d not gotten to know
The interview was a rather bizarre affair, with Funk taking shots Aaron Funk. It destroyed a legend for me that day.
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Now, here’s where it got really interesting.
Exactly a fortnight later (26 August), FACT Magazine published
a second article on Venetian Snares that tracked one of his tweets
(pictured above), which would appear to be a cry for help.
This plea was likewise received with mixed reception from
viewers, with half taking it for what it is and opening up their
wallets to buy his stuff on his Bandcamp, whilst the other half were
rather insulted at his temerity of bagging out the industry and his
fans, and then begging online for money.
Enter part 3. So now he’s rolled quite a little pile for himself in
US dollars as a result of his online plea. So now he’d like to Thank
You. He releases another album, entitled ‘Thank You. It’s not
great. It just sounds like it was slapped together out of whatever
from his hard drive vaults. He also mentions he’s still in financial
trouble. “By the way”, huh? The happening is also released as an
article by FACT Magazine, entitled ‘. Hmmmmm...
This third event has got me scratching my head, especially after
hearing the album, which isn’t grade A stuff. It sounds like off-cuts
and b-sides not good enough for actual release previously. I feel
this album is the bare minimum he could have done if he was truly
thankful and is the least he could have done. A more heart-felt
thanks would have been perhaps to let fans download his entire
collection for a day or two, free of charge. I’m sure he also expects
fans to open their hearts and wallets again now he’s on a good vibe.
This album is for free, but I don’t think it’s REALLY for free.
This doesn’t feel right. There’s something that doesn’t fit.
Could Aaron Funk actually have been playing an intricate hoax
on his fans? Could this in fact have been an elaborate marketing
scheme he is playing? Was this a cynical play at using pathos as a
Trojan Horse to collect on bleeding heart coin? Now that would be
in character of the mockery that the artist shows for his fans and
the scene. It would also be a decent heist, a poor man’s Oceans 11.

This theory is a good yarn (go on – admit it :P ), and it would
be a rather intricate plot to say the least. I’d have to say I would
be rather impressed if these ideas were actually true in any way,
and I do recognise they are – in all likelihood – probably not true
and as paranoid as any conspiracy theory that ever existed out
there. If he (cont) wasn’t up to high-jinx, I’m kind of apologetic,
but then he would have also been guilty of squandering his own
money that his fans have earned him, and been first-rate beggar,
relying on the best of human nature he hasn’t shown himself.
But just entertain this theory, for the sake of this article and the
sake of a tall tale. I think this is the more reliable script, betting
on Funk’s propensity for arrogance, his undeniable cleverness
and his previous spitefulness towards fans and media as being
a ways and means. As he quoted himself. It’s right there. He
probably, in my opinion, mocking us rather than thanking us.
A script like this theory would rely on the best and most naïve
of human nature. I personally think a play like this on human
emotions like this is possible, as music is designed to play with
emotive states. If you have someone who constructs complex
compositions like Venetian Snares does, who’s to say the same
person couldn’t construct an equally elaborate marketing plan?
Allow me to fill the picture here: This sort of script would place
the gruff, bitter and aging producer character as someone hated
and self-villified, but also sentimentally as a human in trouble.
When the gruff character ‘sees the light’ after you roll him your
dosh, you see a born-again producer who has faith in his fans.
You feel good and you feel more than happy to donate more
money to Venetian Snares for his latest album. You definitely
haven’t the heart to apply more critical thought as I have, because
it would show the same cynicism that brought Aaron Funk down.
Do you really think he’s changed? How do you know he’s
not exactly the same person? How do you know that he hasn’t
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ALBUM
REVIEWS
Kristian Hatton

ANEURYTHM
MIXED BLESSINGS
VISCOUS CITY

weighed this up? Why has FACT so readily covered this story
(cont.) as a triple article? Funk could have paid FACT for this
publicity. Are FACT in on this, or are they been played too?
The story and character of Aaron Funk creates conflict, but it
forces you to have an opinion and play out a side yourself through
this conflict. Are you going to be the good guy and throw money
at Aaron without judgement or question, or are you going to view
this a little more tactfully? Why does he need money when he
has tens of thousands of dollars of modular equipment? Isn’t he
an established artist? Where did all his money go? Why is he in
trouble? Why does he expect fans to cough up when he said he
didn’t care about them mere days ago?
What kind of person are you if you question him? Perhaps this
is the angle going on...Trolling has never been more of a potential
masterpiece, and it probably pays to leave things ambiguous and

not cast judgement on Aaron Funk. However, be wary. There’s
many out there who’ll play you for a fool, and professional
begging is a real craft out there in the streets. It wouldn’t be
the first internet heist. If this theory is true, it’s a despicable
but impressive show in pulling the wool over everyone’s eyes.
Funk would have earned every cent. If it isn’t true, it shows an
inconsistant artist and beggar relying on his fans to get him out
of shit, but shows a revelation for him in realising the world is, in
fact, a beautiful place full of love.
Bottom line: Either way, the whole debacle makes for a great
fucking story. None of us lose, we all win in one way or another.
He gets some more free promotion out of this article, you get a
great yarn, I get the views. You see what I’m getting at? ;)
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Thank You is available from Bandcamp.

Lismore is a town in NSW close to
the border of Queensland, sometimes
overlooked in favour of the hippy glamour
of nearby tourist towns Byron Bay and
Nimbin. Lismore is often overlooked
in terms of its electronic musicians’
talent. It’s fairly safe to comment that

the majority of the electronic EDM
population there prefer sounds associated
with the Australian national anthem
of outdoor parties, psytrance or (more
recently) neuro-hop derivative.
Mixed Blessings is part of a surprising
uprising of instrumental hip-hop in
Australia that is spunky and unique,
preluded and honed by such labels and
artists as Aoi, Able8, Beats Home and
Uncomfortable Beats. It is Lismorebased producer Rohan Lloyd’s first EP.
Aneurythm has also recently had his track
‘Reel Talk’ released on Uncomfortable
Beats’ latest compilation Technology Box.
Objectively, there are no underlying
complexities to fathom in Mixed Blessings
in terms of beat progression, but the
strength of the album lies in its sturdy
loops, and solid sensibilities of minimal
hip-hop instrumental composition.
‘Sums’ is a bouncing kick-kick-snare
of stock 80bpm movement, with the
steady piano and violin lending tones
that are paradoxically sad and happy.
‘Spice’ continues the emotional content
with shuffling, broken 70bpm percussion
punctuating whimsical keys and an
occasional sample of violin or voice
stab thrown in to create a rather sombre
atmosphere.
‘Commit’s continues ‘Spice’s tempo
in Mixed Blessings‘ melancholic beats
through piano rhythm and melody, but
with tougher sub-bass and a boombap kick-snare this time. The tones of
Aneurythm’s sub-bass punctuation would
make most bass music specialists green
with envy; his commitment (pun not
particularly intended) to layered lowfrequencies leaving 95% of DnB/dubstep
specialists running to the loo with their
gut-turning growl.
This special sub-bass growl is
transferred to back beats in ‘Smote’, now at
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the more level hip-hop tempo. Although
this is a short track, this is perhaps the
point where Mixed Blessings‘ unrelenting
boom-bap and tone could drag on for
some listeners, although as mentioned
earlier, it fits with the album’s minimalist
leanings.
The formula is changed with final
track ‘Aiko’, which shifts to a 114bpm 4/4
hegemony of gritty tech-style beats, with
‘Commit’s menacing ever-present bass
and meandering keys phasing from low
to high, and a crackling key rhythm laced
over the top. I feel this change in tempo
lends promise that Aneurythm has more
to offer in the future and won’t always be
confined to generic umbrellas.
Mixed Blessings is a solid debut
for Aneurythm and I’m sure we’ll be
hearing more from him if he keeps
collaborating with other labels like he has
been. His sound serves to populate and
strengthen a new breed of beats embraced
by Australian instrumental hip-hop
producers. Get it for free download from
Bandcamp.
SHORTCIRCLES
BETWEEN WAVES
PLUG RESEARCH

Oakland resident Matthew Tammariello
aka Shortcircles has released a bevvy of
previous work operating on midtempo
instrumental hip-hop dubbed as “BlissHop”, and championed by XLR8R writer

(cont.) Glenn Jackson’s label Mapzzz.
Tammeriello then moved onto label
Plug Research, and after a couple of
EPs, now presents his first fully-realised
LP Between Waves, a feel-good hiphop/R&B instrumental masterpiece that
musically explores a breadth of feeling and
introspection in seamless fashion.
‘All I Can Be For You’ starts Between
Waves very pleasantly and positively in
midtempo anthem that feels very airy and
spacious with its combination of ambiance
and laid back bliss-hop vibe. “Tunnels’
provides texture, with a glittering ambiance backdrop used to juxtapose an upbeat
drumming with manic moogy synth,
which swim back and forth through aforementioned ambiance, before progressing
to include more layers of showering arpeggiated synths. Many of the prelude tracks
of Between Waves utilise these elements.
‘Patience’ and the following ‘Smiles’
progressively introduce more introspection into Between Waves, with the inclusions of female vocals, and more play on
instruments, although still with the same
sweeping, tinkling synthetic elements and
chimes as previously.
Between Waves then moves up a notch
in depth and scope in ‘Shortcircles’, before
settling into the R&B warmth of ‘On My
Mind’, which to me is a real stand-out
moment of the album.
The album kept its focus and gentle
progression in seamless fashion, and it
ends strong in ‘Sometimes Things Are
Exactly As They Seem’. This track stood
out as an evocative slow jam that uses a
choir of voices and strong drum hits to
accentuate power and beauty within the
sonic textures. The rest of the album consists of reprises and instrumentals, which
will serve DJs and those who are put off by
voices in electronica.
Between Waves stands out as one of
those albums where the focus was to make

The first couple of things for me with
this guy is that Lukey is heavily influenced
- and in many ways equal to - top cats like
MF Doom and Kool Keith, except Lukey
Cage is very open about these influences.
Some people may disagree, but I think it’s
perfectly appropriate for artists to update
tried and tested formula that is pioneered
by original hip-hop MCs and production.
It could be said that it’s impossible to
LUKEY CAGE
deviate from original hip-hop formula of
POWERMAN: HERO FOR HIRE
boom-bap and straight spitting. Perhaps
SELF-RELEASED
it’s time for MCs to stop worrying about
whether they sound like someone else, and
rather focus on doing what they do well
and be proud of their influences.
The beats on Powerman: Hero For Hire
are produced by Agonist, drk Gyvr, Brock
Landers and Melbourne’s own Aoi. They’re
90s-driven boom-bap licks done with
style and integrity. Lukey Cage comes in
strong and perfectly matched in tracks like
Aoi-produced ‘Captain Powerman’, with
Lukey Cage hails from Atlanta
repititious references to comic book heros,
(Georgia), and can be related in
and shows that he is an underestimated
collaboration to hip-hop contemporaries
and unmeasured quantity in terms of
like Noemotion Goldmask and
lyrical strength for poise, elegance and
Niggavengers. He’s deeply entrenched in
intelligence.
comic book culture, which influences his
Any prolonged listen to Powerman: Hero
whole sound. To top this, he’s released a
For Hire will show a polished artist who is
whole bunch of albums and collaborations quietly and prolifically producing quality
that never (but perhaps should have)
hip-hop on the underground, whilst the
emerged into popular hip-hop terrain,
mainstream is preoccupied with the trap
ones with references ranging from popular phenonemon. Is trap actually relevant in
culture to porn, and ones sampling such
context to the original concept of hip-hop?
shows as Adventure Time as an entire
In summary, Powerman: Hero For Hire
theme in album @Izreal vol 2. Adventure
is a fine example and update that Lukey
Time Rhymes under his alias of Iz Real.
Cage consistantly shows original, clever
From the self-titled start track ‘Luke
and creative hip-hop still doing its thing, if
Cage’ where he flips rhymes referring to
you know where to dig.
soccer, Wu Tang and gunplay, I can tell
I’ve gotten myself in deep reviewing this
one. His lyrics are dense and full of gems
that you can keep coming back to time
and time again to find new bits and pieces
you haven’t heard before.
an album that makes you feel good about
the life, universe and everything. The spell
really worked on me, and any musical
score that is capable of making critical
(and self-effacing) humans happy is indeed
a powerful piece of work.
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LOVE AND LIGHT
SHIFT HAPPENS
SIMPLIFY RECORDINGS

Love And Light stem from Reno,
Nevada, and they’re huge at big American
festivals like Burning Man, Coachella,
Wakarusa, Sonic Bloom, Enchanted Forest
and The Bounce. That’s really sad to me.
Anyway, let’s get this over and done with
so I can take a hot shower, I already feel
dirty.
First 40 seconds listenable of each
track, until predictable build-up and drop
completely fucks it. Then it’s a real slog to
keep listening to the stupidly whompy,(to
coin a phrase of my good friend Sister
Ray) doopley, corny cracker-head clown
beats that seem set on getting even more
ridiculous as each slow second passes
painfully by.
Shit Happens is a hippy glitch-hop onslaught. It’s phat for phat’s sake like Skrillex
and built on cheap and synthetic drops
that could be done more efficiently and
tactfully by any truly creative producer,
but this is the cheap sugar rush that gives
you a headache afterwards. It reminds me
of every empty-headed, superficial, elitist,
cultist, new-wave, new-age, vegan. petition-signing, pseudo-spiritual, electronic
natural hipster, fake-ass hippy I’ve ever
met.
It’s really annoying in the way that when
a beautiful person does something really
shit, all their friends still fawn and suck
and say things like “that’s so bay-ew-ti-

fullll, Moonchild, you’re soooo talented
and gawr-jous. This is the most amaayzing spiritual journey and I could feel it
cleanse my chakras” in order to cater for
their enormous egos and to keep up the
in-circle of airhead union talent, and then
all these other hipsters cater for it cause
they can see that its popular and can see
all these other beautiful people gathered
around it, so I feel “music” like this is all
based around image, popularity and beauty, and it makes me SICK.
I’m sure dumb hippies everywhere will
love this pile of electronic psychedelic
goat’s droppings.

Ganja White Night
Hybrid Distillery
Self-released

To start with, Hybrid Distillery sounds
like the Belgian duo Ganja White Night
are trying their best to tear through
modern downtempo genre and show their
“diversity” in 16 tracks. Let’s go through it
section by section...
WHOMP WHOMP YOLO WHOMP!!!
‘Blackberries’, ‘Zamal’, ‘Wild Vine’ (feat.
Grimblee), ‘Blue Sage’, ‘Kraken’ and
‘Champagne’ are unlistenable crap, based
on antiquated riddim and liquid dubstep
formulae of whomping melodies to make
you throw up in your mouth a little whilst
drinking a Bacardi Breezer.
‘Glayva’, ‘Smooooke’ (a stand out track),
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‘Foooood’ (a trappy, vapourwave cut
with pleasurable atmosphere), ‘Solera’
(complete with skittering clacky breaks
and anthropomorphic CloZee guest lyrics
ripping off Burial poorly), ‘Tequila’ (a
surprisingly good cut), and the rest of the
album. I’m happy with where this has
gone, all a sudden Stella got her groove
back but she’s still copying dance moves.
Hybrid Distillery has changed
completely. That’s surprising and
disconcerting in terms of flow; it doesn’t
really work for the album to have
unlistenable cartoon shit at the start. You
would have realistically turned it off if
you wanted to chill, and unfortunately
listened to the first couple of tracks. That’s
unproductive in terms of executive album
flow. A good album is consistant. What
are these insane fools thinking producing a
16-track album like this?! It’s inconsistent
and stitched together like crazy people
with a sewing machine. No wonder it
has alcohol-themed titles for the tracks.
Hybrid Distillery sounds like Ganja
White Night were producing drunk whilst
excited, then smoked some weed and
necked some good MD and made some
good stuff. If it didn’t bite on other people’s
styles so much cause t’s not that original.
The album is decent and by no means
classic, but if you can get away from the
atrocious and puke-worthy start, you do
have a nice album for relaxing to. GWN
should certainly stick to the chill section of
their work, cause that’s where they excel.
Well maybe one guy does, the one who
does dubstep sucks and has no hope.
That’s it. Ganja White Night can’t really
album yet but they holds promise...

“BIG CAT” - Bernard Thomas Hughes
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